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This typically handsome Thieme publication is a comprehensive, hardback textbook of rhinology. Edited by two very well respected rhinologists, with the support of 130 international contributors, it is a superb presentation of all aspects of this sub-speciality.

The glossy pages with colour diagrams, clinical photos and imaging pictures complement the text. The 800 pages are divided into 54 chapters covering anatomy, physiology, and medical and surgical aspects of sinonasal and skull base disease. As this is a book on ‘diseases’, do not look for chapters on aesthetic rhinoplasty; there are many other books out there covering this topic.

Each chapter is written in a systematic and easy to read fashion, culminating in a conclusion section and references. Details of surgical technique are supplemented by an accompanying DVD which contains some excellent surgical videos of procedures. This DVD in itself is a very well produced, high quality, ‘how I do it’ style summary with a clear running narrative during the videos.

One minor omission is the absence of bullet-point boxes, favoured by many current publishers, which allow for an ‘at a glance’ summary of a chapter.

However, overall, this is a fine textbook which will be of value to practising rhinologists and trainees alike. The latter will gain great benefit from the DVD, with its clear demonstrations of surgical techniques.
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